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0. INTRODUCTION 
THE restriction of an Axiom A flow to its nonwandering set breaks up into finitely many 
connected components. On each component which is not a fixed point, the flow is 
a quotient of a suspension of some discrete dynamical system which is transitive and 
expansive and has canonical coordinates [a]. We will show that in a certain precise sense, 
the nontrivial flows which arise in this way are almost equivalent. 
More generally, given irreducible finitely presented (FP) dynamical systems S and T of 
positive entropy, we will produce an irreducible FP system U such that there are 
semiequivalences of standard suspensions 9(U) +9(S) and 9(U) + F(T) which have 
finite fibers and are one-to-one on the bilaterally transitive points. We summarize this by 
saying that the nontrivial irreducible FP systems of positive entropy are almost flow 
equivalent. This is an analogue for suspensions of the Adler-Marcus Theorem [1], which 
classifies irreducible shifts of finite type (SFT’s) up to almost topological conjugacy by 
period and entropy. 
By way of David Fried’s canonical covers, the FP result follows from the SFT case, 
where we can say more. Let S and T be irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy. A theorem of 
Kitchens, Marcus and Trow [7] implies that there is a semiequivalence with finite fibers 
from 9(S) onto F(T) only if there is a group epimorphism of their Bowen-Franks groups. 
Conversely, given such an epimorphism we can construct a semiequivalence from F(S) 
onto 9(T) which has finite fibers and is one-to-one on bilaterally transitive points. The 
construction rests on Franks’ flow equivalence classification [S] and Krieger’s Embedding 
Theorem [S]. If F(S) has sign zero or sign equal to the sign of 9(T), then we can make this 
semiequivalence quite close to a homeomorphism; such “good” semiequivalences suffice for 
the almost flow equivalence of SFT’s. 
1. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
Consider a given square nonnegative integer matrix A as the adjacency matrix of 
a directed graph GA: A(i,j) is the number of arcs from vertex i to vertex j. Give the edge set 
E the discrete topology and form the compact zero-dimensonal space E’. Define XA as the 
subspace of all sequences x such that for all i in L the terminal vertex of x(i) equals the initial 
vertex of x(i + 1). Then X, is compact in the relative topology and the shift homeomor- 
phism oA determined by (aA?C)i = xi+ 1 is the shift of finite type (SFT) associated to the 
matrix A. These systems play a significant role in differentiable dynamical systems via 
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Markov partitions [2]. If the matrix A is irreducible, then we say the SFT c_,, is irreducible; 
equivalently, some point in XA has dense forward orbit under oA. If the matrix A is 
primitive (i.e., some power is strictly positive), then (To is mixing. Matrices A and B define 
topologically conjugate SFT’s if and only if they are strong shift equivalent (s.s.e). This is the 
equivalence relation generated by A - B, where A - B if there exist nonnegative integral 
matrices S, R such that A = SR and B = RS. 
A finitely presented (FP) dynamical system is an expansive quotient of an SFT. These 
systems were characterized in several ways by David Fried, in a paper [6] which unified and 
extended work of Bowen, Manning, Krieger and others. An FP system is irreducible if it is 
a quotient of an irreducible SFT; equivalently, some point has a dense forward orbit. An 
irreducible FP system has zero entropy if and only if it consists of a single finite orbit; 
otherwise the bilaterally transitive points are an uncountable dense G6 with full measure for 
any ergodic invariant probability with full support. If a mapping between irreducible FP 
systems (or their suspension flows) is a bijection on the bilaterally transitive points, then we 
say the mapping is one-to-one almost everywhere (l-l a.e.) 
An amalgamation matrix R is a zero-one matrix such that every row sum is one and no 
column sum is zero. If AR = RB, then R defines a surjection from the vertices of GA to the 
vertices of Gs which is compatible with a graph epimorphism. The edge map from such 
a graph epimorphism induces a semi-conjugacy of SFT’s crA -+ cB. Such a semiconjugacy is 
called right resolving [7, 15, 11. (Of course, there are also left resolving maps, and anything 
in the sequel done with right resolving maps could alternatively be done with left resolving 
maps.) 
For the rest of this paper, a flow will be a jointly continuous action of the reals on 
a compact metric space, with no fixed points. A semiequivalence of two flows is a continu- 
ous surjection whose restriction to any orbit in the domain is an orientation preserving local 
homeomorphism onto some orbit of the range. Two flows are equivalent if there is 
a bijective semiequivalence from one to the other. Thus equivalence and semiequivalence 
are (strong) qualitative versions of conjugacy and semiconjugacy. 
Given a homeomorphism S of a compact metric space X and a strictly positive 
continuous function f from X into the reals, one can construct a flow under a function 
X(&f) (the suspension of S byf). (Note, for any two strictly positive continuous functions 
fand g, the suspension flows of S byfand g are equivalent; so we will often just consider the 
standard suspension F(S), for whichf z 1.) Conversely, say that a set C is a cross section for 
a flow if it is closed, intersects every orbit, and has a strictly positive continuous return time 
function I and surjective return map R; then R is a homeomorphism and the suspension 
flow C(R, I) is naturally conjugate to the original flow. Abusing notation, we may refer to 
the discrete dynamical system R as a cross section to the flow. 
A semiequivalence of flows can be expressed as an equivalence followed by a semicon- 
jugacy. In particular, the inverse image of a cross section under a semiequivalence is a cross 
section. 
Two homeomorphisms are flow equivalent if they are cross sections of the same flow 
(equivalently, one is a cross section of the other’s standard suspension). Let YA denote 
Y((T~). Parry and Sullivan ([14], see also [15]) showed that for flows with zero-dimensional 
cross section the relation of flow equivalence is generated by conjugacies and “expansions.” 
They deduced from this that any homeomorphism flow equivalent o an SFT must be an 
SFT, and det(Z - A) is an invariant of flow equivalence for FA. Bowen and Franks deduced 
from the Parry-Sullivan result that the cokernel group Z”/(Z - A) (where A is n by n) is also 
an invariant of flow equivalence. (This group is easily computed, see e.g. Theorem II.9 in 
[13].) We call this group the Bowen-Franks group of A (or cA, or S,), using notations 
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BF(A), BF(g,), BF(FA). Let the sign of A (or cA, or 9,) be - 1,O or 1 according to 
whether det(l - A) is negative, zero or positive. Then BF(A) contains the information 
(det(1 - A)[, but the sign of A (if nonzero) is an independent invariant of flow equivalence. 
The sign of A is zero if and only if BF(A) is infinite. 
Franks provided the constructions to match these invariants [S]. He proved that 
irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy are classified up to flow equivalence by the sign and 
Bowen-Franks group; that all finitely generated abelian groups appear, and the finite 
abelian groups appear with both choices of sign. Our strategy in the sequel is to construct 
some simple models from the group and sign invariants and then realize these in irreducible 
systems by way of Krieger’s embedding theorem. 
2. THE RESULTS 
2.1. LEMMA. Suppose j and d are positive integers. Then there exist primitive matrices 
A, B such that BF(A) = Z/jdZ, BF(B) = ZldZ, and there is a right resolving map 
z: oA + aB which induces a bijection of periodic orbits which changes the length of exactly 
one such orbit. 
Proof: Let B = [;’ i]. Let A = [$ pU], where P is a cyclic permutation matrix of size j, 
U is the size j row vector (d 0 . . , 0) and Vis the size j column vector with every entry equal 
to 1. Let n be a right resolving map induced by the equation AR = RB, where the 
amalgamation matrix R is the transpose of [A y ‘: 1:: 7 1. The computation of BF(A) and 
BF(B) is an exercise. n 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose d E N. Then there exist nonnegative integral matrices A, B such that 
BF(A) = Z, BF(B) = H/d& and there is a right resolving map z: aA -+ a,, which restricted to 
the periodic points is a bzjection, except that there is afixed point of oB whose inverse image is 
two ftxed points. 
Proof Let 
B=[: ;I, A=[; ; dyl], R=[; y]. 
Let rc be a right resolving map induced by AR = RB. The computation of BF(A) and BF(B) 
is an exercise. n 
We will construct semiequivalences of suspended SFT’s which are close to homeomor- 
phisms. We pause for a definition which summarizes their properties. 
2.3. Definition. A semiconjugacy rc: gA + gB is good if it satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(1) rc is a bijection on bilaterally transitive points; 
(2) rc is right resolving (in particular, rr is bounded to one); 
(3) for all but finitely many periodic orbits 0 ofcB, # n-l0 = # 0; 
(4) if 8 is a periodic orbit of o,, then rc -I 0 contains at most two orbits of flA. 
A semiconjugacy of suspended SFT’s is good if it is the suspension of a good semiconjugacy 
GA + oB. A semiequivalence of flows is good if it is an equivalence followed by a good 
semiconjugacy. 
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If 71: PA + P;s is a good semiconjugacy, then XX = my whenever x and y are backwardly 
asymptotic under the flow; also, there is a finite collection of circles Ci such that x is 
backwardly asymptotic to some Ci whenever 1 n- ’ TTXI > 1. If also the inverse image of each 
periodic orbit is a single orbit, then any two points collapsed by rc are backwardly 
asymptotic to the same Ci (with different phase). 
2.4. LEMMA. Suppose there exists an epimorphism G + H of jinitely generated abelian 
groups. Then there are primitive integral matrices A, B such that BF(A) = G, BF(B) = H, 
h(a,) = h(cB) = log 2, and there is a good semiconjugacy aA + ag (for which the number of 
periodic orbits whose inverse image contains two orbits is equal to rank BF(A) - rank BF(B)). 
Moreover, if I H I < co, then we may choose det(Z - B) to have sign + 1 or - 1. 
Proof It is an exercise in finitely generated abelian groups to check that we may choose 
nonnegative integers di, ci such that G z & Z/ciZ, H E &I Z/diZ, cl = 1 and dilci for 
i=l i=l 
1 I i 5 k. (We allow some of these integers to be 0 or 1, and note zero divides zero.) When 
(HI < 00 , we will choose B so that sign det(Z - B) = ( - l)k+ ‘, so by controlling the 
number of di equal to 1, we control sign det(1 - B). 
For 1 5 i I k, we use Lemma 2.1 (if ci # 0) or Lemma 2.2 (if ei = 0) to choose non- 
negative integral matrices Ci, Di and an amalgamation matrix Ri such that BF(Ci) = Z/cih, 
BF(Di) = Z/diZ, and CiRi = RiDi. Let C = @Ci, D = @DC, R = @Ri. Then BF(C) z G, 
BF(D) z H and a resolving map ac -+ aD induced by CR = RD has the required properties, 
except that ac and eD are probably reducible with entropy not log 2. 
Given k E N and a square matrix M over h + , define a matrix Mck) as follows: let M be 
m x m, take a cyclic permutation matrix of size k, blow up its O’s to m x m zero matrices, blow 
up its l’s to m x m identity matrices, then replace one of these identities with M. Then aM., is 
a tower of height k over aM, and aM and aM,,, are flow equivalent. 
Choose k E N such that h(a,,,) < log 2, and for all n, a4, has fewer orbits of length n than 
does atZ1. We get a natural amalgamation matrix R’ with C,,,R’ = R’D,,,. Renaming, 
suppose C(k), Dtk,R’ are C, D, R to begin with. By the Submatrix Theorem of [4]-in this 
case, an easy consequence of Krieger’s Embedding Theorem [8] and Nasu’s Masking 
Lemma [12]-the matrix [2] is strong shift equivalent o a primitive matrix which has as 
a principal submatrix [g “01, where M is the row vector with every entry equal to 2m, where 
C is m x m. Thus [Z] is s.s.e. to a primitive matrix T with block form T = [:! g], where the 
first row of F is M. Now choose matrices over Z, with block forms 
such that (the first entry of) every column of F, and F2 is nonzero, FIR + F2 = F and 
AR’ = R’B. This gives a resolving map n : aA + ag (in particular, h(a,J = h(aJ). The map 
n is a bijection on periodic points, apart from its restriction giving ac + aD from CR = RD. 
So it remains to check the 
The matrix equation 
D 
0 
FIR 
Bowen-Franks groups, primitivity and entropy for A and B. 
; :I[: “1 =[ d !I[; ;] 
F,G OZ 
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defines a resolving map erg + bT. Therefore h(gB) = h(ar) = log 2. Because T is primitive, 
the resolving map shows that for any vertex in the graph GB there is a path to any vertex in 
the subgraph Go: because the columns of F1 R and Fz are nonzero, it follows that there is 
a path between any two vertices in Gg. Moreover, every loop which hits the subgraph GE in 
CT lifts to a unique loop of equal length in GB, so B is primitive. 
Next, compute 
[g -d ;I[ F!R ;z ;I[ R d 81 =[ F;R 3 +J. 
Because U and B are similar over Z, BF(U) = BF(B). Because BF(T) g BF([2]) = 0, the 
application of elementary row and column operations to the rows and columns of I - U 
which run through Z - T produces a matrix [‘GD; y], where 1.Z 1= I. Thus 
BF(B) = BF(U) = BF(D) = H, 
and 
det(Z - B) = det(Z - U) = det(Z - T)det(Z - D) = ( - l)det(Z - D). 
Similarly, A is primitive and BF(A) = BF(C) = G, via the similarity 
n 
2.5. THEOREM (almost flow equivalence). 
(1) All irreduciblefinitely presented dynamical systems of positive entropy are almostpow 
equivalent. 
(2) Suppose aA and CS~ are irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy. Then there are mixing 
SFT’s cc, IS~, (TV of entropy log 2 such that oc and on are flow equivalent to oA and ag 
(respectively) and there are good semiconjugacies os + oc, (Ts + on. 
Proof (2) From Lemma 2.4 we take dc and CD, mixing of entropy log 2, flow equivalent 
to DA and dg, with good semiconjugacies gc + Otzl and GD + Otzl. Let cE be the maxiumum- 
entropy irreducible component of the fibered product of these semiconjugacies. Then 
h(a,) = log 2 and the projections oE + (TD, GE + crc from the fibered product are good 
semiconjugacies. 
(1) For SFT’s, (2) proves (1). Then (1) follows from a theorem of David Fried: any 
irreducible finitely presented system has a l-l a.e. extension to an irreducible SFT. (The 
map C + n in [6, p. 496, Remark 1, paragraph 31 is l-l a.e.) n 
Given two irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy, it is an easy exercise to construct 
a semiequivalence of their suspensions. We consider the more interesting case, in which the 
semiequivalence must have finite fibers. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let B be a primitive integral matrix, with det(Z - B) # 0. Then there is 
a primitive integral matrix A such that BF(A) = BF(B), det(Z - A) = - det(Z - B), and 
there is a l-l a.e. resolving map oA -+ CJ~. 
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Proof The argument mimics that of (2.4), but is easier. We first choose an irreducible 
matrix C such that det(1 - C) = - 1 and (~c has sufficiently small entropy and sufficiently 
few points of low period (for example, let C be a suitable tower over the two shift). Applying 
the Submatrix Theorem, we find B s.s.e. to a primitive integral matrix with block form [E F] 
such that E can be written as El + E2. where every column of El and of Ez is nonzero. Then 
we define 
*=[ i ;Z 31, R=[ i 91. 
Now A is primitive and AR = RB gives the desired map cA + crB. Because 
[a -d ;I[%; 41[H d !I=[$ f ;I 
and BF(C) =O, we have BF(A) = BF(B) and det (I- A)=det(l- C)det(Z- B)= 
- det(1 - B). n 
2.7. LEMMA. Suppose n : GA -+ oB is a semiconjugacy of SFT’s such that 
l # x- ‘0 = 0 for all but jinitely many periodic orbits 0 of oB, and 
l for ah periodic orbits 0 of ov, ?t - ’ 0 is a single periodic orbit of oA. 
Then the Bowen-Franks groups of A and B have the same sign. 
Proof Let i.,, and is denote the zeta functions of aA and aB. Considering the product 
formula for the zeta function, we see that [B(z)/iA( z is a product of finitely many terms of ) 
the form (1 - z”“)/(l - zk) = 1 + zk + . . . + z(“-~)~. Because det(Z - A) = [a ‘(1) and 
det(Z - B) = [; l(l), it follows that sign(A) = sign(B). n 
2.8. THEOREM. Suppose aA and aB are irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) There is an epimorphism of groups BF(A) + BF(B). 
(2) There is a semiequivalence rt : FA + FB with finite fibers. Moreover, given (l), we can 
choose 71 bijective on bilaterally transitive points; if also sign(FA) = 0 or 
sign(FA) = sign(FB), then we can choose n good in the sense of (2.3). 
Proof (2) =z. (1). Under rr, the cross section bg in FB lifts to a CrOSS SeCtiOn R in FA. 
Here R is an irreducible SFT [14] and rt induces a semiconjugacy R + aB with finite fibers. 
Kitchens, Marcus and Trow [7, Theorem 4.183 showed this yields an epimorphism of 
groups BF(R) + BF(aB). But BF(R) = BF(aA) by Bowen and Franks [S]. 
(1) + (2). The l-l a.e. semiequivalence with finite fibers is given by (2.4) and (2.6). For “if 
also,” note that (2.4) gives us a good semiconjugacy 5 : ac + aD of mixing SFT’s such that CD 
is flow equivalent o aB and BF(A) = BF(C). It suffices to check sign(A) = sign(C) (then ac 
and bA are flow equivalent, and rr yields the required semiequivalence). Clearly sign(A) = 0 
if and only if sign(C) = 0 (this is the case IBF(A)I = co ). Suppose sign(A) = sign(B) # 0. 
Then BF(A) is finite and Lemma (2.4) provides x satisfying the assumptions of Lemma (2.7). 
Thus sign(C) = sign(D) = sign(B) = sign(A). n 
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2.9. COROLLARY. Let oA, oB be irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) BF(A) E BF(B). 
(2) There are semiequivalences %A + %-B, %B + %A with finite jbers. 
2.10. COROLLARY. Suppose o.., is irreducible with positive entropy. Then there is 
a semiequivalence %* --* %-[21 such that every point in thejow %LzI has the same$nite number 
of premages. 
ProoJ By (2.4), choose B irreducible with h(aB) = log 2 and %B equivalent o %-A. It 
suffices to show there is a constant-to-one semiconjugacy cB + or2]. The existence of such 
a map was claimed in [ 11, p. 4111; however, Professor Nasu has explained to me that the 
proof offered there has a gap. Here is a proof, shown to me by Brian Marcus. (It is basically 
the proof of [11] with the gap filled.) 
By [12], we may assme every row sum and every column sum of B is 2. It is well known 
(e.g., [16, Theorem 5.31) that B can be written as the sum of two permutation matrices PO 
and P1. Define a one block map oB + at2, by sending arcs corresponding to the l’s in PO to 
0, and sending the others to 1. It is easy to check every point of cr12r has exactly k preimages 
under this map, where B is k x k. n 
2.11. Remark. If a_,, and rrg are irreducible SFT’s of positive entropy, then there is an 
irreducible SFT aE such that there are constant-to-one semiequivalences %E + %A, 
%E + %*. For this, just adjust the proof of (2) of Theorem (2.Q by using semiconjugacies 
ac + crt2] and on + at2, which are constant-to-one rather than good. The irreducible SFT aE 
of that proof is now not necessarily mixing. Regardless, the maps aE + ac, aE + ag will be 
constant-to-one, because a semiconjugacy of irreducible SFT’s is constant-to-one if and 
only if all distinct preimages are uniformly separated [l 1, Theorem 6.51, and this separation 
property is inherited by the maps aE -+ or,, aE + ac. 
We expect that the semiequivalence of Theorem (2.8) can also be made constant-to-one. 
2.12. Remark. If every irreducible SFT of possitive entropy is flow equivalent o one of 
entropy log A, then ;1 - 1 must be an algebraic unit (consider a flow with trivial 
Bowen-Franks group) and also a Perron-Frobenius number (see [9]). We expect (in 
contrast to the general FP case) that there are no other obstructions. 
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